TEACHING TECHNIQUES

My teachers in high school and college were baby
boomers, and baby boomers currently own many of
the O&P businesses. Your position in this generational
spectrum will impact how you interact with the people
you are training, and you can choose to either ignore these
differences, or you can recognize and use them to improve
your training techniques.
“The biggest challenge with educating this generation is
our lack of understanding about their lives—the technology
and social media,” says Shona Miranda, principal of Mountain Ridge High School, and 2010 Arizona Principal of the
Year. “This generation is more collaborative, and much
more open to new and innovative approaches to learning.”
Educators are continually trained in new approaches,
but are you aware of them?
When I was learning how to become a technician
from my father, I already knew what kind of teacher he
would be. Much of his early learning was hands-on and
self-taught. He later followed up with formal classes,
lectures, and assessments. I was the opposite; since my
first profession was as a teacher, my initial training was
through traditional, formal education methods. As a
graduate in secondary education, I was accustomed to
attending formal classes and lectures and undergoing
routine assessments, and I only later developed the
hands-on skillset I needed to perform the job. By the time
I began my formal education in O&P fabrication, I already
had a mix of classroom and hands-on experiences, so
much of the training reinforced what I already knew.
Why does this matter? Your recruit may be 30 years
younger than you, with vastly different experiences than
you had as a fresh-eyed rookie, just as my father’s experience differed greatly from mine.
Rick Sevier, BSEd, BOCO, CPed, CPOA, has worked
for years at bridging this generational divide through
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